
Employee safety is center stage as you begin to open up your workplace and there are many 

questions about safety and the “new normal”. What measures can you take to prevent COVID-19 from 

spreading in your workplace? How do you identify healthy employees who have come into contact 

with an infected employee? How do you achieve all this without infringing on privacy?

PROTECTING YOUR WORKFORCE WITH SOCIAL DISTANCING, 
CONTACT TRACING AND WORKPLACE SANITIZATION REPORTING

DMI’s solution leverages 
existing enterprise 
infrastructure and 
mobile devices everyone 
is already carrying to 
support a safe return to 
offices, workplaces and 
schools while keeping 
capital expenses down 
for our customers.

- Joseph Rossi,  
Founder of Turtlebay Advisory 
Services.

SOCIAL  
DISTANCING
> Enforce CDC 

recommendations through 

mobile device monitoring

> Alert users when someone 

is within 6 feet

> Create virtual geofences to 

restrict visitors or workers 

from certain areas

CONTACT  
TRACING
> Monitor and track employee-

to-employee interactions 

through privacy-compliant 

contact tracing in the event 

of COVID-19 diagnosis

> Alert and inform users of 

potential exposure risk and 

guide them to  

proper protocols 

DASHBOARDS & 
REPORTING
> See aggregate cleaning status 

with drill downs

> Create risk scores by facility, 

location or asset type

> View real-time data of 

workplace safety

WORKPLACE 
SANITIZATION REPORTING
> Create mobile checklist that delivers 

visibility into the daily status of 

workplace cleaning protocols

> View organizational level tracking of 

sanitized areas

> Alert users in real-time on the rooms 

and areas that still need to be 

cleaned

> Provide digital audit trail for record 

keeping and historical view of 

cleaning process over time

WORKPLACE 
RE-ENTRY SOLUTION

OUR SOLUTION
Simple, mobile, and adaptive, DMI delivers a solution to specifically address these questions and 

risks. From automated safety compliance checklists and reporting to real-time monitoring, alerts and 

situational awareness support, organizations can arm and protect their workforce and ensure a safe 

and efficient return to work.
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5X 
MAGIC 

QUADRANT 
LEADER*

FOR MANAGED 
MOBILITY SERVICES

1M+ 
INSPECTIONS 

COMPLETE

3 DAYS 
OR LESS 

READY TO 
LAUNCH

CONFORMS TO 
CDC GUIDELINES 
& HEALTHCARE 

BEST PRACTICES

EMPLOYEE APP

The Employee App is designed to be simple and intuitive and 

does not require complex setup to deploy and configure. The 

employee simply downloads the App onto their mobile device, then 

anonymously registers and selects their opt-in settings. That is all the 

setup required and the app is ready to help keep the workplace safe. 

The App creates a Safe Zone around the user and any infringement by 

another person is detected and the user is alerted. Additionally, if the 

infringing person also has the App, it will securely and anonymously 

record the incident for later contact tracing, if the need arises. Unlike 

other solutions, DMI’s Workplace Re-Entry Solution will generate an 

alert even if the person entering the user’s Safe Zone is not running 

DMI’s app. This allows the employee to keep safe, not just at work, but 

anywhere in their day to day lives. All while maintaining their privacy.

> “Safety Check” module that includes Covid-19 Sanitization Checklists 

following CDC and healthcare best practice protocols

> “Safety Clean” module that tracks which areas have been cleaned 

and the frequency of the cleaning

> SOS feature for employees to alert company security of an 

emergency

> The “Virtual Safety Zone” module allows the creation of virtual 

geofences to create “No Go” Zones to restrict visitor access within 

your office and to alert employees if they are close to any areas with 

high contamination risk

> Dashboard and Reports that provide a global and detailed view of 

the organization’s work safety posture

> Alerts to control the number of employees in rooms or specific areas

> Smart notifications that allow a manager to send alerts to employees 

based on their location or job title

> Cross platform video/audio chat between employees

> Central access to organization’s workplace safety policies  

and procedures

ADMINISTRATOR PORTAL

The Admin Portal provides a web interface to manage and configure 

the application. All social distancing infractions and employee 

checklist data are reported to the Portal. Additionally, any confirmed 

COVID-19 cases are also recorded here. If any user tests positive, the 

administrator enters the user’s App ID and an automatic message is 

sent to all users that came in contact with the infected individual over 

the last 2 weeks, without disclosing anyone’s identity. The Portal also 

includes an intuitive dashboard allowing the safety administrators to 

monitor the workplace safety posture of the organization, with the 

ability to drill down by location, delinquent checklist submissions or  

incident tracking.

OPTIONAL FEATURES

HOW OUR SOLUTION WORKS

WHY DMI?


